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ABSTRACT

The invention claimed is a method for creating and utilizing a paper intermediary, ideally termed a document routing form, to serve as a lead sheet to a set of documents to be scanned on a scanner connected to a computer, or a computer connected to a工作组. Computer readable data, such as bar code, printed on the routing form serve as data instructions to the inventive software to process a set of scanned documents in a variety of end outcome options. The document routing forms may be printed on an 8.5 by 11 inch sheet of paper, or on an adhesive type label, and contain selection options that determine an outcome to documents scanned.

Options for end outcomes may include processing the scan as an email, a fax, or being sent to a User's electronic archive. The inventive software facilitates data retrieval from a secondary source such as a User's electronic archive to be utilized in the outcome process. The inventive method also allows for a combination of encoded data and hand written data to be read from a document routing form, and processed by a secondary program such as an email or fax program.

10 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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The invention relates to a method for creating and utilizing a paper intermediary, an example being a document routing form, to provide directions via a software system to a stand-alone scanner facilitating an end outcome to documents scanned, or a “scan job”. The routing form is created by a User via the inventive software as installed on a User’s computer, and printed to result in the document routing form. The document routing form may be produced in formats containing all required data or formats whereby a User may enter additional data relating to the desired scan outcome. Various outcomes may include the scan job resulting in an automatically transmitted fax, an electronic mail format, or routing of said scan job to a User’s electronic archive. The paper intermediary may be represented by a document routing form, adhesive label or other physical paper medium.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The invention most closely corresponds with USPTO Class 399, wherein the invention provides for machine control and document handling via electrophotography and software for control thereof.

In its simplest form, the invention comprises a paper medium upon which a User may place instructions relating to a set of scanned items, or “scan job”. An example may be a User simply hand writing “fax to Bob” on the paper medium and placing it as the lead page to the items to be scanned. The inventive method, having the capability to recognize the characters “fax to Bob”, then processes the scan as per the instructions on the document routing form. A second example is a document routing form on which is encoded complete data instructions wherein a User does not have to intervene. Another example may be comprised of a routing form with coded data that includes direction to the inventive software to obtain information from a secondary source, such as a User’s electronic archive, in order to process the scan job. Currently, there exists no identifiable process for utilizing a paper intermediary which essentially “instructs” a scanner and its appropriate software on what actions to take in regard to a scan job. The invention relates primarily to an environment or configuration comprising a user’s computer with a scanner attached thereto.

The scanning process as it exists prior to the invention requires a user to place items to be scanned in or upon a scanner, make some choice as to the character of the scan, i.e. press a button on the physical scanner or give commands in a software program which was previously installed on a user’s computer. Typically such software was bundled with the scanner when purchased. The scan job is then processed optically and results in either a printed or electronic form, such as a simple copy of the document scanned. The invention herein provides for a paper medium which will instruct the scanner how to process the scan job, and offers routing form options which range from requiring no User intervention (a novice computer user) to enabling a more advanced User to insert additional instruction data. The printed paper medium contains coded data instructions specifying the nature and outcome of the scan job to the scanner. The best example being termed a “document routing form”.

THE INVENTION

Summary, Objects And Advantages

The invention comprises in its broadest aspects, a new and unique method of utilizing a paper intermediary to provide a set of instructions, designed to dictate a variety of scan job outcomes as generated by software, to a scanning device. More particularly, the invention comprises a paper medium, an example being termed a document routing form, with data instructions imbedded thereon containing coded directions that will be identified by the inventive software, and result in a user selected outcome for a scan job.

The inventive software allows a User to create a document routing form based upon various options available such as email, fax, or deposit of the scanned items into an electronic archive. Once created and printed, the document routing form contains encoded data instructions which will be recognized by the software when scanned. The form is used as a lead sheet to items to be scanned, i.e. it must be the first page to be scanned.

There are ideally three primary types of document routing forms encompassed by the inventive system. The types to be termed herein as “stand alone” form, a “dependant” form, and the third being a hybrid of the two. The stand alone form contains all encoded instructions to dictate the outcome of a scan job, and no User intervention is required after the form has been printed. The User simply inserts the items to be scanned with the routing form as the lead sheet, and the scan job is completed. The dependent type form may contain coded instructions as in the stand alone form, and may also contain instructions for the inventive software to obtain data from a secondary source, such as a User’s electronic database. The form may be further modified as a hybrid of the two form types, wherein the form may contain checkbox, fill-in, or other identifiable selections upon which the User makes a mark or other indicator of selection of a particular option, and may hand enter data to be recognized by the inventive software. The corresponding options are the types of scan outcomes the inventive system provides, such as sending the scan as a fax, email, or to an electronic archive.
An important feature of the inventive software is the ability for a User to hand write information on the routing form, such as a fax number, and to then be able to place the form as the lead sheet to their scan. The handwritten data is recognized or read by a standard optical character recognition process which exists as part of the inventive software. Thus, if a User has handwritten data such as a fax number or email address, the inventive software can recognize such data and process the scan accordingly. This OCR process is especially vital to the hybrid type document routing form method.

The dependant routing form may depend upon a secondary source to complete a scan process. Such secondary sources may be a User’s electronic archive of data which contains email addresses, fax numbers, or other identifiers that the inventive software requires to facilitate routing of the scan. On the dependent routing form, the encoded data provides a path to the secondary source to obtain the additional information the User has indicated as required to complete the routing process, and the inventive software facilitates the retrieval. This process occurs transparently to the User, who has simply placed the dependant form as the lead sheet to their documents and started the process by pressing the “scan” button on the scanner.

Further, the invention provides for a set of specific outcomes indicated on the document routing form from which a user may select to govern the outcome of a particular scan job.

A first example of an outcome includes selecting an option on the document routing form for the scan job to be characterized as a “fax”. The User selects the fax option on the form and places the scan job into the scanner with the form as the lead page, whether embodied by a full page sheet, or a label as affixed to the first page of the scan. In the event of a hybrid form, the user may hand write a fax number on the routing form in a field provided adjacent to the selected fax option, and the OCR function of the software reads the number and processes the scan as a fax. In the event of the dependant form method, the user selects the fax option which will contain encoded data instructing the software of the secondary source to be accessed to obtain the corresponding fax number. In both events, the scan is processed as a fax and sent upon the User initiating the scan.

A second outcome may include sending the scan job as an electronic mail file. Again, the User makes a selection on the document routing form and places the items to be emailed on the scanner. In the event of a hybrid form, the User may hand write an email address in the field provided adjacent to the selected email option. The OCR function of the software reads the email address and processes the scan accordingly. In the event of a dependant form, the encoded data on the form instructs the scanner that this scan is to result in an email, and instructions are communicated via the software to obtain the email address from a secondary source. Transparent to the User, the retrieval of information from the secondary source occurs, and the scan is sent as an email.

A third outcome may include the option of sending a scan job to an electronic archive which already exists on a User’s system. The User selects the archive option on the document routing form, which in turn instructs the scanner to scan and send a copy of items scanned to the User’s presently configured electronic archiving system.

In all the outcome options detailed above, the routing method occurs as a result of computer readable data encoded on the document routing form, which is printed after creation by a User utilizing the software provided with the routing form method. Such encoded data is comprised of, as an exemplary embodiment, a set of computer readable data elements which depict the nature of the desired result of a scan job, and may include a variety of computer readable code. The routing form may present several options for the outcome of the scan job wherein each option has its own set of code. The user simply makes a mark in a “check box” or similar selection criteria on the form. The routing form then serves as a lead page to a scan job whereby the user simply places the form as page one of his scan job, and the software system recognizes the coded instructions and executes that specific scan job, e.g., determine if it is a fax and perform the steps of transmitting.

The code on the routing form is “read” by the software system, and translated into steps of function as dictated by the selection the User has made on his form.

The document routing form itself may be represented by a number of paper media. The routing form may be a full page document, i.e. 8.5×11 inches, or the form may also be depicted on an adhesive type label that a User may place on the first page of their scan job. The label contains encoded data for routing as indicated in the options above, as originally created by the inventive software, and printed by the User.

The document routing system is ideal for function in a stand alone, or single computer environment, as well as a workgroup, or multiple computer environment. In the latter example, the inventive software will recognize each associated user’s routing form as created on their individual computer, and may insert encoded identifiers on the routing form itself. Such recognition, or signature, of each User is embodied on the document routing form upon creation on the User’s computer as specific code signatures unique to that computer. Recognition signatures may include a computer name, date and time of activity, or other identifiers as desired by a User for traceability of a particular activity.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is described in further detail by reference to the drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a sample document routing form utilizing bar code type readable data, and including selection boxes for scan options;

FIG. 2 is a sample adhesive label form document routing format;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart indicating the process of a scan being executed by the inventive method as a facsimile; and

FIG. 4 which is a flowchart indicating the process of a scan being executed as an email by the inventive method; and

FIG. 5 depicts a shared resource environment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION, INCLUDING BEST MODES OF CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

The following detailed description illustrates the invention by way of example, not by way of limitation of the principles of the invention. This description will clearly enable one skilled in the art to make and use the invention, and describes various embodiments, adaptations, variations, alternatives, and uses of the invention. The description includes what are presently believed to be the best modes of carrying out the invention.

In this regard, the invention is illustrated in five relatively simple figures; although sufficiently complex as to illuminate to one skilled in the art of such software architecture, programming, and computer operations a viable method for making or using said invention.

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a stand alone document routing form as may exist offering the check box selection method. A bar code, or any computer readable data may be applied at the top of the form and would contain elements
identifying the document as a document routing form. Corresponding numerals and/or alpha characters 12 may be placed under the bar code and contain corresponding data identifiers which similarly identify the form.

FIG. 1 also provides an example of various checkbox option selections, with 14 showing a checked option box. The checked box contains a bar code to the left of the option which contains data instructions specific to the checked item, i.e., instructions that the inventive software will recognize and process according to the selection type. FIG. 1 further shows an example of an option 16 of a hybrid type form whereby a User may select a check box that may contain either a handwritten email address, or as described herein above, an instruction set that the inventive software recognizes as requiring data from a secondary source. For clarification, the inventive software seeks out the secondary source, retrieves the data, such as here an email address, and executes the selected scan as an email. The latter is accomplished via the User's current email program.

FIG. 2 demonstrates an example of a document routing form in the embodiment of an adhesive type label which may be affixed to the first page of a User's scan job. Any computer readable code 20 functions in much the same manner as in FIG. 1, whereby the elements of the code contain data identifying the document as a document routing form. Handwritten data 22 may be entered in and read in similar fashion as FIG. 1. For clarification, this adhesive type label contains instructions sufficiently complete to allow the inventive software to recognize that the scan job is intended, as an example, to be sent to a User's electronic archive or computer archive. As described in the invention summary, the inventive software transmits the scan once completed, to an already established electronic archive location as specified by the User upon installation and set up of the inventive software.

FIG. 3 is a flow chart exemplifying the steps in the process of the inventive system processing a scan job as a fax transmission. The User's scanner 24 receives a document routing form 26, whether an 8.5x11 paper form, or an adhesive label affixed to a lead page as in FIG. 2. The User presses the scanner button 28 to initiate the scan. The inventive system identifies coded data from the routing form 30 by recognizing the bar code data or a combination of bar code data and handwritten data. In the case of handwritten data 32, the inventive software runs an OCR type process and reads the fax number as provided by the User. The inventive software then transmits the scan job as a fax 34.

Further to FIG. 3, once the inventive software has sent the recognized fax number to the User's existing fax program, that program will acknowledge the scan as a fax 36 and transmit said fax, as is typical to the functionality of the User's fax program 38.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart exemplifying a scan job being processed and transmitted as an email, in which data is required from a secondary source. Again, the User inserts documents into a scanner 40, with the document routing form as the lead page 42. The User presses a scanner button to initiate the scan 44. The inventive system then identifies the coded instruction on the routing form as presented in the form of bar code data 46. For clarification, such bar code data may contain elements which designate a secondary source, i.e., a User's database, from which the inventive software is to retrieve an actual email address.

Further to FIG. 4, the routing form instructs the inventive software to retrieve data from a secondary source 48, and the retrieval is facilitated by the software 50, e.g., an email address as exists on a User's electronic database. The inventive software then adds the retrieved email address to the other instructions on the form, and sends the scan to a User's email existing client 52. Finally, the scan job is transmitted as an email 54 by a User's existing email program.

FIG. 5 is a simple diagrammatic representation of an environment whereby more than one computer is able to utilize a single scanner; A User's computer 56 may be the source for the document routing form. The User then takes a printed form to another workstation which is connected via some means; here an example is Ethernet or Internet 58. The connected workstation or computer 60 is itself linked to a stand alone scanner 62. The User simply scans his documents 62 using the document routing form as the lead page, and returns to his own computer 64 wherein the inventive software has effected the deposit of the documents scanned as an electronic file.

The invention claimed is:

1. Apparatus for creating and utilizing a paper intermediary to provide directions to a stand alone scanner facilitating an end outcome to documents scanned, comprising:

a) a means for creating and utilizing a paper based intermediary to direct outcomes of documents inserted into a scanning device;

b) means for communication between scanning device and software system to facilitate scanning outcomes;

c) means for providing a variety of scanning outcomes based upon type of paper intermediary used;

d) means for communicating with a secondary source to facilitate scanning outcomes wherein the apparatus creates a paper intermediary comprising: a plurality of selection boxes for selecting a scan option; a plurality of computer readable bar codes containing data instructions specific to one of the selection boxes characterized in that the computer readable codes and selection boxes form a plurality of routing options for the outcome of the scan wherein each option has its own computer readable code.

2. A paper intermediary printable by a user and insertable into a scanner as a lead page of documents to be scanned, comprising a plurality of selection boxes for selecting a scan option; a plurality of computer readable bar codes containing data instructions specific to one of the selection boxes, characterized in that the computer readable codes and selection boxes form a plurality of routing options for the outcome of the scan wherein each option has its own computer readable code.

3. A paper intermediary, as in claim 2 whereby a User may select via software the size or type of the paper medium and print as a form from a standard printer, comprising:

a) computer readable data wherein the elements of the computer readable data contain instruction sets directed to a particular outcome of a set of scanned documents;

b) computer readable data combined with handwritten data as set forth in User selectable format related to the computer readable data;

c) computer readable data wherein elements of the computer readable data and selection boxes form a plurality of routing options for the outcome of the scan wherein each option has its own computer readable code.

d) any computer readable code which may be printed onto a paper media.

4. A paper intermediary as in claim 3 wherein User selectable options relating to specific selections is embedded therein, comprising:

a) coded data characterizing an option to scan and send as a fax;

b) coded data characterizing an option to scan and send as an email;
c) coded data characterizing an option to scan and send to an electronic archive.

5. A method for creating and utilizing a paper intermediary to provide directions to a stand alone scanner facilitating an end outcome to documents scanned, comprising:
   a) creating and utilizing a paper based intermediary to direct outcomes of documents inserted into a scanning device;
   b) communicating between a scanning device and software system to facilitate scanning outcomes;
   c) providing a variety of scanning outcomes based upon type of paper intermediary used;
   d) communicating with a secondary source to facilitate scanning outcomes wherein the method creates a paper intermediary comprising a plurality of selection boxes for selecting a scan option; a plurality of computer readable bar codes containing data instructions specific to one of the selection boxes characterized in that the computer readable codes and selection boxes form a plurality of routing options for the outcome of the scan wherein each option has its own computer readable code.

6. A computer-readable medium encoded with computer executable program or instructions comprising program code enabling design and printing of a paper document routing form with computer readable code thereon according to the method of claim 5.

7. A computer-readable medium as in claim 6 wherein means for communicating to a secondary electronic source are accomplished by program code causing a retrieval of data from said source.

8. A computer-readable medium as in claim 7 wherein program code causes retrieved data to be processed with a separate fax or email client.

9. A computer-readable medium as in claim 8 wherein program code allows for the deposit of scanned data into a separate electronic archive.

10. A computer-readable medium as in claim 9 wherein program code allows for the creation of a document routing form on one computer, and allowing documents scanned on a scanner connected to a different workgroup computer to be deposited back to the original computer that created the form.
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